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If Adobe Premiere 6 can do it, you can do it too … Packed with hands-on tutorials and illuminating examples, this comprehensive guide delivers all the know-how you need to edit, create special effects, and output professional-quality digital video with Adobe Premiere. From video capture and editing basics to transitions, type, transparencies, masks, mattes, motion effects, streaming media exports, After Effects embellishments, and more, digital video experts Adele Droblas and Seth Greenberg show you step by step how to make the most of Premiere — and get state-of-the-art digital video results. Inside, you'll find complete coverage of Adobe Premiere 6
	Get up to speed with digital video basics, from timebase and resolution to video capture to outputting to video tape
	Master timelines, sound synchronizing, transitions, and other editing fundamentals
	Create effective titles and animated type effects
	Harness masks, mattes, motion effects, and other advanced editing techniques
	Export QuickTime or AVI movies to the Web or to an interactive presentation
	Learn to work with Illustrator, Photoshop, Premiere, and After Effects to create amazing video productions
	Add special effects in After Effects or use third-party effects tools


Bonus Windows-Mac CD-ROM includes
	Adobe Premiere tryout version
	Adobe After Effects and GoLive tryout versions
	Sample Premiere clips from the book


www.hungryminds.com System Requirements: PC running Windows 98, NT, or 2000 or Mac running Mac OS 8.6 or greater; 64MB of RAM     

       About the Author
 About the Authors Adele Droblas is an artist, writer, and computer consultant. She has produced digital video clips that appear on the Web for her clients. Seth Greenberg is a computer consultant, programmer, and author. He has worked as a television producer and scriptwriter.
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The Principles of Successful FreelancingSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2008

	
		Thinking about becoming your own boss and embarking on the wonderful and rewarding journey of freelancing? The Principles of Successful Freelancing is for you. In this easy-to follow guide you'll learn what's important in transforming your skills into a booming freelance business.

		

		This book leads you...
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MCTS: Windows Server 2008 R2 Complete Study Guide (Exams 70-640, 70-642 and 70-643)Sybex, 2011

	The must-have study guide for all three Windows Server 2008 R2 MCTS exams


	Network administrators boost their value to their employers with certification, and Microsoft?s three Windows Server 2008 exams offer certification specialties in configuring Active Directory, Network Infrastructure, and Applications Infrastructure....
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How to Cheat at Windows System Administration Using Command Line ScriptsSyngress Publishing, 2006
If you want to streamline the administration of your Windows servers and workstations by using command line scripts, this is the book for you! With every new version of Windows, Microsoft attempts to ease administrative tasks by adding more and more layers of graphical user interface (GUI) or configuration wizards (dialog boxes). While these...
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Learning System Center App ControllerPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design, implement, and manage System Center App Controller


	About This Book

	
		Manage application services using System center App controller
	
		Move Virtual Machines from on-premises to Microsoft Azure Cloud, Managing Private Cloud, and Public Microsoft Azure Cloud
	
		Step-by-step...
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Building Parsers With JavaAddison Wesley, 2001
Parser building is a powerful programming technique that opens a world of opportunity for designing how users interact with applications. By creating mini-languages, you can precisely address the requirements of your application development domain. Writing your own parsers empowers you to access a database more effectively than SQL to efficiently...
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Secure Data Management: VLDB 2004 Workshop, SDM 2004, Toronto, Canada, August 30, 2004, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004

	Concepts like ubiquitous computing and ambient intelligence that exploit increasingly
	interconnected networks and mobility put new requirements on data
	management. An important element in the connected world is that data will
	be accessible anytime anywhere. This also has its downside in that it becomes
	easier to get unauthorized data...
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